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Abstract: This paper lays out a methodology that could be used by mini-grid developers to assess
the design readiness and future design requirement to accommodate electric cooking (eCook).
While mini-grids in developing countries continue to grow in popularity, typically their designs
are not yet sufficiently developed to accommodate large power appliances. Moving towards clean
cooking using electricity will cause technical risks for mini-grids in terms of voltage drop, voltage
unbalances and capacity shortage. In this paper, these parameters are studied on a mini-grid network
modeled in OpenDSS/MATLAB as a simulation platform, where the selected mini-grid topology is
hub and spoke. Two network studies are considered, the first investigates the limitations of the mini-
grid in terms of the generation capacity available to supply the demand for different levels of eCook
penetration, while the second focuses on the network constraints for different eCook penetrations.
In general, the results show that voltage drop and voltage imbalance issues can be reasonably and
affordably addressed by using cables of a larger cross-sectional area. The main issue prohibiting
higher penetrations of eCook centre on generation capacity requirements, which led to a techno-
economic analysis being conducted to assess future mini-grid sizes as well as targeting economic and
environmental objectives and meeting the overall demand on a generically representative mini-grid
in a rural region in East Africa. The discussion section in this paper highlights the main barriers
to the accommodation of eCook on rural mini-grids and presents suggestions for future work that
addresses new design specifications for the next generation of eCook mini-grids.

Keywords: clean cooking; low-and middle-income countries; rural electrification; mini-grids; eCook;
technical challenges; demand-side management

1. Introduction

Transitioning to clean cooking has been particularly protracted in Sub-Saharan Africa
and East Asia as it requires policies and programs to solve the key barriers of affordability,
lack of supply and social/cultural acceptability. By 2030 it is predicted that 74% of the
global population will have access to clean cooking, which is a considerable improvement;
however, this is still a long way from the SDG 7 (Sustainable Development Goal) target of
100% clean cooking access by 2030 [1]. Developing a market for electrical cooking (or eCook
as it has been referred to by others, and will be in this paper hereafter) as a form of clean
cooking will ensure improvements to people’s health and wellbeing, impacting positively
on the targets of many other SDGs. Hence, to enable the levels of eCook uptake required to
meet the targets of SDG 7, an electrical system designed to provide universal energy access
will be needed to meet the higher demand requirements which eCook inevitably places on
these systems.

Africa’s electric demand in 2018 was approximately 700 TWh [2] with 30% of this
from Sub-Saharan countries excluding South Africa. Rapid economic expansion and popu-
lation growth across Sub-Saharan Africa presents both challenges and opportunities for the
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energy sector and related supply chains and services. Although progress is being made,
for example in Kenya, Ethiopia, Ghana, Senegal and Rwanda, most of the population
with access to electricity are supplied through unreliable and inefficient transmission and
distribution networks [3], with insufficient generation capacity and network infrastructure
required to meet current and future electrical demand. The main network features which
could be affected at low voltage (LV) distribution level when adding eCook load to con-
sumers are voltage instability, power losses, transformer overloading, reliability, power
quality and lack of generation capacity shortage.

Energy poverty remains a huge challenge facing developing countries. In 2017 there
were still around 840 million people without access to electricity, although this is anticipated
to decrease to 650 million people by 2030 [4]. The international community is not on track
to achieve the SDG 7 targets, despite the global rise in electricity access from 71% to 87%
between 1990 and 2016 [5]. Furthermore, the impact of COVID-19 on the energy sector
and future electricity access rates in developing countries are still unknown; however, a
re-prioritization of international aid and funding could further slow progress towards
achieving SDG 7.

To accelerate electricity access in conjunction with eCook, off-grid solutions particu-
larly mini-grids will be essential, as they offer advantages over connections to the main
grid, such as enhancing the reliability of supply, improved quality of power, better environ-
mental performance and accommodate consumer electricity needs in remote areas where
most of the population is located. In the past decade, the number of solar/solar-hybrid
mini-grids installed globally has increased from 60 to 2099 [6] and so this is not simply
a niche area. Mini-grids therefore can open up the energy sector to independent power
providers and expedite electricity access in rural regions with limited prospects of seeing
the main grid extend to their location any time before the SDG target date of 2030.

Mini-Grid Definition

As the term “mini-grid” varies within current literature, there is a need to clarify its
definition within the context of this study. The term mini-grid used henceforth in this paper
relates to a network isolated from the main grid where local distributed generation is used
to supply local demand. Power is conventionally generated from either a single energy
source or from multiple sources such as hydro turbines, photovoltaic (PV) panels, diesel
generators and wind turbines in order to meet local residential, commercial and industrial
demands [7]. For an AC village mini-grid, which is considered in this research, the power
capacity ranges between 1 kW and 300 kW.

Mini-grids can consist of AC, DC or AC/DC generation and distribution systems.
This section introduces both the AC and DC system layouts, with the advantages and
disadvantages for each.

The DC Mini-grid is commonly used in off-grid systems, the various components of
the PV system are connected to the DC bus (Figure 1): the charge controller is connected to
the PV array and system batteries to regulate their charging/discharging, and the inverter
converts from DC to AC to serve any AC consumer loads connected to an AC bus, whilst
the DC consumers are coupled to the DC bus. The diesel generator is connected to the AC
bus and directly powers any AC loads when it operates [8].

The charge controller, with an in-built DC/DC converter, can also be used to step
down the voltage from the PV array to the system batteries. Two types of charge controllers
are available: a maximum power point tracking (MPPT) charge controller using a DC/DC
buck converter and a PWM charge controller. The advantage of using a DC-coupled system
is that it is highly efficient in discharging the battery at times when there is low or no
PV available (at night), although, the system becomes more complex in the set up when
multiple parallel PV strings are needed [9].
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The AC Hybrid Mini-grid is generally used for larger systems. It uses a grid-tie in-
verter that can ensure the inverter and generator output can be synchronized. The PV-
inverter is used to convert the DC power output from the PV to AC, a sophisticated battery 
converter is connected between the battery and the AC bus to manage the charging/dis-
charging of the battery. The backup diesel generator can be used during periods where 
PV and/or battery capacity is insufficient to supply the demand (Figure 2) [8]. This con-
figuration provides modularity, enabling the uprating of the grid by the addition of any 
new equipment. It is slightly more efficient during sunshine hours as there will only be 
one conversion step (DC/AC) needed for AC supply for direct use of PV power. However, 
two conversion steps are needed for charging the battery, which can lower the efficiency. 
In general, this setup is widely considered more appropriate for meeting peak demand 
during sunshine hours at an acceptable levelised cost of energy [9].  
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This research aims to explore the potentialities of electric cooking on an AC hybrid 
mini-grid through analysing the main technical network constraints (voltage drop, volt-
age unbalance, system power losses and capacity shortage) and identifying future design 
requirements to enable the uptake of eCooks. The proposed methodology in Section 2 will 
be a useful tool for mini-grid developers in their planning for the deploying of eCook 
based mini-grids for rural communities. This section also presents in detail the demand 
modeling tool used to generate the daily non-eCook and eCook load profiles, the mini-
grid network model design specification, and the energy dispatch strategy. Section 3 

Figure 1. DC-PV system.

The AC Hybrid Mini-grid is generally used for larger systems. It uses a grid-tie
inverter that can ensure the inverter and generator output can be synchronized. The PV-
inverter is used to convert the DC power output from the PV to AC, a sophisticated
battery converter is connected between the battery and the AC bus to manage the charg-
ing/discharging of the battery. The backup diesel generator can be used during periods
where PV and/or battery capacity is insufficient to supply the demand (Figure 2) [8].
This configuration provides modularity, enabling the uprating of the grid by the addition
of any new equipment. It is slightly more efficient during sunshine hours as there will
only be one conversion step (DC/AC) needed for AC supply for direct use of PV power.
However, two conversion steps are needed for charging the battery, which can lower the
efficiency. In general, this setup is widely considered more appropriate for meeting peak
demand during sunshine hours at an acceptable levelised cost of energy [9].
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Figure 2. AC-hybrid PV system.

This research aims to explore the potentialities of electric cooking on an AC hybrid
mini-grid through analysing the main technical network constraints (voltage drop, voltage
unbalance, system power losses and capacity shortage) and identifying future design
requirements to enable the uptake of eCooks. The proposed methodology in Section 2 will
be a useful tool for mini-grid developers in their planning for the deploying of eCook based
mini-grids for rural communities. This section also presents in detail the demand modeling
tool used to generate the daily non-eCook and eCook load profiles, the mini-grid network
model design specification, and the energy dispatch strategy. Section 3 demonstrates the
results of the two Use Cases (limited diesel generation capacity and significant diesel
generation capacity) which allow the evaluation of “how fit for purpose” the mini-grid
is to accommodate different eCook penetration. Section 4 conducts a techno-economic
analysis to identify the optimal sizing of eCook mini-grids for feasible eCook deployment
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in terms of size and cost for different eCook penetrations as well as cable sizing for both
the distribution and service cables. Section 5 presents a brief discussion on the findings
and recommendations for the next generation of eCook mini-grids. Finally, Section 6 is
the conclusion.

2. Methodology of the Research Study

Despite their advantages, it is important to examine the technical challenges which
could arise when introducing eCook loads to mini-grids in their current form. For instance,
the users’ base-load profile is a key element in determining the system’s critical parameters
such as component sizes and overall network design. However, post-installation, demand
may continue to increase over time as new consumers and appliances connect to the mini-
grid. Unless this anticipated demand growth is properly factored into the initial mini-grid
design, it can potentially lead to capacity shortages and violation of voltage and thermal
constraints, ultimately leading to system outages and curtailment of demand.

Some mini-grid utilities in developing countries use large cross-sectional area (CSA)
cables to mitigate any future demand growth and to comply with grid standards for main
grid integration (if and when it arrives). Mini-grid developers in some countries such
as Tanzania and Nigeria may be provided with subsidies and grants through a finance
mechanism [4] to prepare for this.

In this research work, a methodology was developed to investigate “how fit for
purpose” these types of mini-grids are to accommodate increasing eCook demand, or
indeed what design considerations or interventions would be required to make them so.
The planning tool illustrated in Figure 3 can be used by mini-grid developers to assess the
system’s performance and cost, which will give an insight into the existing problems and
future design requirements to move towards electric cooking. The tool is divided into two
main studies:

• Network technical impact: in this part a mini-grid network was modeled in MAT-
LAB/OpenDSS [10] as a simulation platform, allowing the investigation into the
impact of eCook on technical issues affecting network constraints such as voltage
drop, power losses, voltage unbalance factor (VUF) as well as the limitations of power
demand. The model was tested taking five eCook scenarios (0%, 20%, 50%, 80%
and 100%).

• Techno-economic analysis: a key area for investigation is determining the sizes of mini-
grids required to accommodate this new eCook demand, HOMER-Pro [11] was used
to assess and identify the optimal sizing and cost to accommodate the different levels
of the eCook scenarios considered in this research, this was followed by calculating
the system cable sizes needed.
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The key findings paved the way, highlighting the specifications needed for future
eCook mini-grids. The rest of the paper gives a more detailed description of the steps
considered in these two studies and the main results.

2.1. Demand Modelling

One-minute intervals of daily non-eCook and eCook load data were generated us-
ing the CREST demand model by a group of researchers in the Modern Energy Cooking
Services (MECS) team [12]. The CREST tool is open-source developed by Loughborough
University for LV network analysis [13]. The model uses a high-resolution bottom-up
approach to build representative individual end-user daily load profiles based on occu-
pancy data as a core variable to decide whether the appliances are switched on/off by the
occupants, as well as input data, collected from interviews or audits on electric appliances,
electric needs and consumer habits. It uses probabilistic methods to account for demand
diversity and allows changes of appliances and their usage pattern depending on the
timing of the occupancy activity. The original model, however, was completed by inferring
occupancy from the UK time use surveys and for this purpose researchers from the MECS
consortium [14] adjusted the tool to represent individual low-income household (HH)
electricity demand representative of HHs in remote rural areas of Sub-Saharan Africa.

2.1.1. Non-eCook Load Profile

For the non-eCook load (i.e., base-load) the appliance ownership and utilization
habits are taken from the ESMAP Multi-Tier framework [15], where two HH categories
are considered in this research. In the first category, the HH consumption is somewhere
between Tier-1 (relatively lower baseload demand) and Tier-2 (relatively higher baseload
demand). While in the second category, the HH consumption is strictly within Tier-2.
These give an average daily energy consumption per HH of between 50–200 Wh. Figure 4
shows a daily aggregated non-eCook load profile for the 108 HHs connected to the mini-
grid. There are two distinct peaks as is typical of most domestic load profiles: a morning
peak between 6 a.m.–10 a.m., and an evening peak between 4 p.m.–10:30 p.m.
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2.1.2. eCook Load Profile

In this research, it is assumed that HHs are 100% transitioning to eCooks (Electric
Pressure Cookers (EPC) and hotplate) which means that all the HH food is cooked with
electricity. The data used for the cooking practice were collected during cooking trials which
took place in Tanzania as part of the MECS programmed activity—for more information
refer to “eCook Tanzania cooking diaries report” [16]. The data were input into the CREST
model to generate representative HH electric cooking load profiles using a 1 kW hotplate
for breakfast and lunch, while for dinner the HH could use either or both a hotplate and
a 1 kW EPC, where the HH’s energy consumption is around 1.75–2.2 kWh per day for
cooking only.
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Figure 5 illustrates the aggregated eCook load for various levels of eCook penetration
(20%, 50%, 80% and 100%) and the base-load. Note that 100% eCook penetration refers
to the power consumption of all 108 HHs connected to the mini-grid, which use eCook
devices exclusively when cooking their meals, as well as other non-cooking related HH
appliances during the day. This gives three distinct peaks; morning, midday and evening
(being the highest). Table 1 shows the daily peak demand and the proportion of overall
peak demand made up by each of the eCook penetrations under consideration. From the
results shown in Table 1 regardless of the level of eCook penetration, it accounts for more
than 90% of the peak demand.
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Table 1. eCook contribution with respect to the peak load.

eCook Scenarios Peak Demand [kW] eCook Share [%]

0% 1.59 0
20% 16.07 90.01
50% 33.89 95.30
80% 55.49 97.13

100% 67.29 97.64

2.2. Mini-Grid Network Model

The hybrid mini-grid shown in Figure 6 that forms the basis of the model developed
for the studies conducted and presented in this paper, was developed as a composite of
those designed and installed by practitioners and based on mini-grid design methods
available in the literature. An AC hybrid mini-grid supplying 108 consumers was modeled
in OpenDSS, which is interfaced with MATLAB. The system operates at 400 V at the
distribution level and 230 V at the residential level. The mini-grid is sized to 30 kWp PV,
9 kW diesel generator, 41.4 kWh Battery, 8 kW battery converter and 10 kW PV-inverter.
The mini-grid here is much larger in terms of its sizing compared to a standard mini-grid
design for 108 customers without any eCook. For example for a rural mini-grid connected
to 100 HHs and small business, the size required to meet the demand would be roughly
6 kWp PV and 7 kW diesel generator [17], so, the type of mini-grid used in this study
is 5 times greater in terms of PV size, however, it will accommodate around 20% eCook
during a sunny day, also it will provide an opportunity for future research (not presented
in this paper) to be carried out which will consider the concept of demand-side flexibility.

In OpenDSS the parameters and the location of the PV, the diesel, and the battery are
defined. The battery’s generic model in OpenDSS was characterized using lithium-ion
battery features (kWh, kW and % efficiency of charge/discharge); the batteries’ SoC is set to
charge from 20% to 80% to safeguard battery health, prolong its life and minimize charging
losses [18]; the round-trip efficiency of the battery is ≥95.3% [19]. For the electric network,
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the following parameters were included: the cable sizes, lengths, bus connection, resistance
and reactance. The 108 consumer loads were allocated at their respective nodes and the
daily load patterns were read from CSV files to represent the variation in power with time.
For each of the eCook penetrations considered in this study, the cooking load was allocated
starting with HHs which are far from the power substation in order to consider for the
worst-case scenario, where HHs with high demand further from the substation will lead
to higher voltage drop and higher power losses. This forms the basis of the OpenDSS
modeling, after which, MATLAB software was used to develop a controller function for
the energy dispatch strategy of the mini-grid to control the operation of the generators
(PV\diesel) as well as the battery.
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The PV output power was calculated directly from the daily irradiance and tempera-
ture patterns imported from the HelioClim service for Tanzania [20] with a time resolution
of 1 min, for a weekday in April.

Energy Dispatch Strategy Controller

The load following (LF) dispatch strategy is used to control the operational time of the
generators (PV and diesel) and the battery in OpenDSS. Under the LF strategy, the diesel
generator provides enough power to meet the load although it is not used to charge the
battery. The battery only charges when there is excess power from renewable energy
resources [21]. Figure 7 sums up the principle of the operation for the LF dispatch strategy
in a flowchart which can be classified into three categories [22]:

• When the output PV power is equal to the load power during the day. Here, the PV
array has a higher priority to supply the entire demand and does not charge the
batteries, and the generator remains off-line.

• The excess PV power will be used to charge the batteries if they are not fully charged,
in this case, the diesel generator remains off-line.

• In the case where the PV output power is less than the demand during periods of no
sunlight or low solar radiation, the battery starts to discharge. The battery continues to
supply the maximum power allowed by the converter, then finally the lowest priority
is given to the diesel generator to meet the difference in demand not provided by
the battery. If the battery’s SoC becomes too low, it switches to idling mode and the
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diesel generator is brought online to meet the net load (load minus renewable power).
The generator only provides enough power to satisfy the net load.
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3. Technical Impact on the Network

This section of the paper focuses on the limitations of the mini-grid in terms of the
generation capacity available to supply the demand as more eCook load is connected,
with the likely impact of increasing eCook adoption on the mini-grid considering different
aspects such as voltage drop, power loss and voltage unbalance. Two Use Cases concerning
eCook and the availability of co-located generation are considered in the following sections.

3.1. Use Case 1 (Limited Diesel Generation Capacity)

In Use Case 1 the base mini-grid model with 30 kWp PV, 9 kW diesel generator,
41.4 kWh lithium-ion battery, 8 kW battery converter and 10 kW PV-inverter was simulated
over one day. The model was tested with different eCook penetrations ranging from non-
eCook base-load to 20%, 50%, 80% and 100% eCook penetration (where the 100% eCook
refers to all the 108 HHs using only eCooks for cooking as a worst-case scenario). This al-
lows evaluation of the eCook demand met and not met without network reinforcement as
penetration increases. For the distribution and service cables, the CSA are set to 50 mm2

and 16 mm2, respectively.
When connecting different levels of eCook to the mini-grid without any reinforcement,

this imposes a constraint on the grid, translated into an increase in the daily energy shortage
due to generation limitations. The system can meet the 0% eCook scenario and around 20%
eCook (Figure 8a), however, as the number of eCook devices increases, demand cannot
be met resulting in an increase in the daily energy shortage; for 100% eCook, the energy
shortage is approximately 42% as shown in Figure 8a. For 50%, 80% and 100% eCook, the
mini-grid fails to provide enough power to meet the aggregated load—this occurs in the
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morning and the evening as illustrated in Figure 8b. In the case of 20% eCook (22 HHs
using eCooks), all the daily demand is supplied by the available generation; the early
morning and evening demand is met by both the battery and the diesel generator while at
midday there is sufficient power generated by the PV.
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3.2. Use Case 2 (Significant Diesel Generation Capacity)

To ensure all demand is met as more eCook load is connected, in this Use Case,
the 9 kW diesel generator was replaced with a 110 kW generator. This was performed
to determine how “fit for purpose” the mini-grid was in terms of network cable size to
accommodate increasing eCook demand. The remaining network parameters are the same
as specified in Use Case 1.

3.2.1. Voltage Fluctuation

Figure 9 shows the 24-h voltage fluctuation before and after connecting 100% eCook
load at busbar_1, which is located approximately 0.8 km from the substation where a high
voltage drop will be seen (see Figure 6). The maximum voltage drop is around 0.9982 pu
with the base-load (seen at phase C), and 0.9406 pu when connecting 100% eCook (seen
at phase A and C), which exceeds the 5% [12] allowed voltage drop limit considered in
this case study. It is evident that as the eCook demand increases the performance of the
min-grid is affected with the introduction of these new and increased demand peaks for
the system to accommodate.
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In Figure 9 the mini-grid three-phase voltage is slightly unbalanced. To analyse the
voltage level at the load busbars, the symmetrical voltage components are calculated by
taking the unbalanced three-phase system values and converting them into three balanced,
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three-phase systems [23]. Once the solutions are determined, the maximum voltage drop at
the positive sequence is recorded in Table 2 when connecting various penetration levels of
eCook. From the simulation results for different eCook penetrations, the positive sequence
voltage fluctuates within 5% for both 0%, 20% and 50% eCook, which is still within the
allowed range. However, as the level of eCook increases, the voltage drop starts to exceed
the 5% threshold and as expected this happens during peak time, although the voltage
drop at the positive sequence voltage and each of the three-phase voltages (A, B and C)
remains within 5% to 10% [22,24] nominal line-to-neutral voltage limit specified for low
voltage networks. For a three-phase mini-grid, the 50 mm2 distribution and 16 mm2 service
lines are enough to provide adequate power quality at the load level, yet, there could be an
issue with future demand growth.

Table 2. Maximum voltage drops for different eCook penetrations.

eCook Scenarios
Maximum Voltage Drop [%]

Positive Voltage Sequence Phase A Phase B Phase C

0% 0.13 0.11 0.151 0.194
20% 3.37 4.225 3.321 4.483
50% 4.22 5.362 3.851 4.914
80% 5.05 6.146 4.707 5.624

100% 5.33 6.605 4.884 5.978

3.2.2. Voltage Unbalance Factor

Maintaining the power quality at a mini-grid level is a major concern due to the use of
non-linear devices from residential users and the increase in eCook penetration. In this pa-
per, voltage unbalance is quantified and analysed, since, it is one of the main power quality
issues at the distribution level. For a three-phase system, the VUF is calculated using:

VUF =
|Vn|∣∣Vp

∣∣ , (1)

where Vn and Vp are the negative and positive sequences, respectively [25]. The maximum
VUF the network experiences for the different eCook penetrations are shown in Table 3.
The findings reveal that adding eCook load causes the VUF to dramatically increase
compared to the 0% eCook level, though, remaining within the allowed limit of 1% to
2% [25,26].

Table 3. Maximum voltage unbalance factor [%] for different eCook scenarios.

eCook Scenarios Maximum Voltage Unbalance Factor [%]

0% 0.035
20% 1.192
50% 1.119
80% 1.201
100% 1.222

3.2.3. System Losses

Power losses in the mini-grid are directly proportional to the mini-grid demand
profile. At low eCook levels, most of the feeder lines are not susceptible to large line
losses. However, as demand increases, this results in a rise in power losses which directly
contributes to a voltage decrease for the consumer. As shown in Figure 10, there are no
significant effects of power losses for the feeder system in off-peak hours.
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4. Mini-Grid Techno-Economic Analysis

In this section, the mini-grid component ratings and cable sizes required to upgrade
the systems to accommodate different levels of eCook scenarios were calculated, as a means
of demonstrating the future mini-grid design requirements; as well as the conducting of a
techno-economic analysis to analyse the impact of eCook load penetrations on the Cost of
Energy (COE) and the Net Present Cost (NPC).

4.1. System Sizing and Cost of Energy

For future mini-grid planning and design, a techno-economic analysis was conducted
using HOMER-Pro to determine the optimal mini-grid sizes to accommodate each of the
eCook penetration scenarios under consideration, with Tanzania taken as the mini-grid
location. It should be recognized that the diesel fuel price fluctuation was not considered
in the analysis as there is insufficient data presented in the literature, since it is difficult to
accurately forecast the events in world fuel prices. Additionally, it is hard to predict, how
individual countries will react to fuel prices, in the future, by either imposing duties or
granting subsidies on diesel for their domestic market.

The input data used comprises of the initial capital cost and replacement cost of each
of the mini-grid components (see Table 4); the fuel price of USD 0.8/L, which represents the
price of diesel for the year 2016 in Tanzania [27] and the lifetime of the project is taken as
20 years. To calculate the PV output power, HOMER uses the mini-grid location to import
the solar resources data from the NASA surface metrology and Solar Energy. To evaluate
the NPC and the COE, the inflation rate and the nominal discount rate used are 6% and 10%
respectively which are considered standard figures for business planning [28]. The annual
fixed operation and maintenance (O and M) cost accounted for 2% of distribution capital
expenditures (CAPEX) [29].

Table 4. Mini-grid component cost data [28].

Component Initial Capital Cost Replacement Cost Lifetime

PV array size 406.25 $/kWp 406.25 $/kWp 25 years
Diesel generator 500 $/kW 500 $/kW 15,000 h

Lithium-ion battery 555 $/kWh 555 $/kWh 10 years
Converter 446.75 $/kW 446.75 $/kW 10 years

PV-inverter 286 $/kW 286 $/kW 15 years

The proposed optimal mini-grid sizes for the eCook penetration scenarios are pre-
sented in Table 5, where the PV array is sized based on the energy consumption profile,
location, as well as ensuring there is sufficient energy to fully charge the battery during
the day, under all conditions, and to meet the evening demand, as the mini-grid operates
with the LF energy dispatch strategy. This means, that the battery will be charged with
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the surplus generated from the PV, and when required the diesel generator is activated to
provide enough power to meet the load.

Table 5. Component sizes for eCook mini-grid deployment scenarios (without considering 1.2 DC/AC ratio).

eCook
Scenarios

PV Array
[kWp]

Diesel Generator
[kW]

Lithium-Ion Battery
[kWh]

Converter
[kW]

PV-Inverter
[kW]

20% 47.9 21 41.4 8.86 10
50% 97.6 51 110.4 31.1 15
80% 115 89 179.4 49 25

100% 165 110 193.2 61 30

Another point to consider is that, when sizing a mini-grid, it is important to have a
high renewable contribution to supply the demand as the diesel generator is more cost-
effective when operating as a backup, rather than using it as a base-load generator [30].
Even though the initial capital cost of the diesel generator is low, the diesel generator
requires an ongoing operating fuel cost. In addition, fuel availability cannot be assured as
most of the mini-grids in developing countries are located in rural areas where the supply
chain of diesel can be temperamental and fuel prices volatile. When more renewable energy
is available the COE and NPC are reduced since the marginal cost of generation is zero,
and with smaller amounts of diesel used, this also leads to less CO2 emissions.

The results in Table 5 present the solution with the lowest cost to serve the load under
the model’s conditions. It is evident that the PV array does not require an inverter of
approximately the same capacity, although, this leads to a larger PV size which requires a
larger installation area. To reduce the PV size, the HOMER models were simulated again
to calculate the optimal mini-grid sizes when fixing the ratio of DC capacity (solar panel
DC power rating) to the inverter’s AC power rating (DC/AC ratio) to 1.2 [31]. The results
are shown in Table 6.

Table 6. Component sizes for eCook mini-grid deployment scenarios (when considering 1.2 DC/AC ratio).

eCook
Scenarios

PV Array
[kWp]

Diesel Generator
[kW]

Lithium-Ion Battery
[kWh]

Converter
[kW]

PV-Inverter
[kW]

20% 30.6 21 55.2 13.6 26
50% 77.1 51 110.4 29.8 64
80% 92.3 89 179.4 51 77
100% 101 110 207 57 84

4.2. Conductor Sizing

To calculate the optimal cable sizes needed for the distribution and service cables, it
was important to establish the expected load and peak time of the mini-grid, as well as un-
derstanding its characteristics [32]. For a single-phase line, the CSA can be calculated using:

Amin =
IT × ρambient × L

Vsys ×
Vd%
100

× 10−6 (2)

where Amin is the CSA in (mm2), ρambient is the resistivity of the material in ohm-m (Ω-m)
at ambient temperature, IT , is the total current flowing in the cable with a maximum length
of L in m, Vsys, is the system phase to neutral voltage in Volts and Vd%

, is the acceptable
voltage drop in %.

The resistivity of a material is dependent on temperature and this is calculated using [33]:

ρambient = ρre f

(
1 +

((
Tambient − Tre f

)
× α

))
, (3)

where ρambient is the resistivity of the material in ohm-m (Ω-m) at ambient temperature,
ρre f is the resistivity at the reference temperature Tre f , α is the temperature coefficient of
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resistance for conductor material, Tambient is the ambient temperature. The values used in
(3) are shown in Table 7.

Table 7. Parameter for conductor sizing.

Parameters Value

ρre f [Ω-m] 2.65 × 10−8

Tre f [degree C] 20
Tambient [degree C] 30

α 0.00429
ρre f [Ω-m] 2.65 × 10−8

In any typical mini-grid, consumers are located at irregular intervals along the dis-
tribution line rather than being uniformly distributed. To calculate the CSA of both the
distribution and service lines, the product of power demand and the distance from the sup-
ply for each consumer must first be calculated, and then the product for all “N” consumers
can be summed. Furthermore, the mini-grid distribution circuit model can be simplified
to a three-phase “wye” connection configuration, while the service lines are single-phase
two-wire, illustrated in (4) and (5):

For distribution lines (wye connection)

Amin = ρambient ×
∑N

n=1 Ln(m)× Pn(W)

3×Vsys
2 × cos θ ×

Vd%
100

× 10−6 (4)

For service lines (single-phase, two-wire line)

Amin = 2× ρambient ×
∑N

n=1 Ln(m)× Pn(W)

Vsys
2 × cos θ ×

Vd%
100

× 10−6 (5)

The optimal CSA for both the distribution and service conductors required for a
typical mini-grid characterized by each of the eCook penetration scenarios and taking 5%
as the voltage drop threshold was determined from (4) and (5). The results are recorded in
Table 8.

Table 8. Distribution/Service CSA cables for eCook mini-grid penetration scenarios.

eCook Scenarios
Calculated CSA [mm2] Available CSA [mm2]

Distribution Service Distribution Service

20% 43.51 12.74 50 16
50% 68.23 26.83 70 35
80% 84.39 43.94 95 50
100% 89.24 53.38 95 70

4.3. Cost of Energy

In [28], simulation studies were conducted in HOMER to assess the techno-economic
feasibility of different levels of eCook penetration and deployment in mini-grids. The re-
sults reveal that in the case of accommodating a certain percentage of eCook load there is a
need for a larger mini-grid capacity size to meet the demand although shows a continuous
decrease in the COE due to the increase in the annual total electric load served (Eserved).
This demonstrates that as more energy (kWh) is used, the upfront cost is divided amongst
the many users. However, the system’s costs were calculated assuming that the distribution
network is strong enough to support extra loads without the need to upgrade it in terms of
cables. Hence, no additional upfront cost was included. When planning the construction of
an eCook mini-grid there is a necessity to study the impact of additional cable costs. In this
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section an economic analysis is conducted in HOMER to investigate the mini-grid cost for
the eCook scenarios when:

• Use Case-a: Reinforcing the mini-grid only in terms of the generation and storage
capacity while the distribution upfront cost is fixed throughout the analysis, using the
component sizes obtained from Table 5.

• Use Case-b: The same as specified in Use Case-a however, the cost analysis is carried
out when taking the component sizes in Table 6.

• Use Case-c: Refers to the cost of the system when upgrading both the cables, the gen-
eration and battery capacity (PV, diesel, battery, converter and PV-inverter) to the sizes
tabulated in Tables 5 and 8.

The results for each Use Case are provided in Table 9. Comparing Use Case-a with
Use Case-b; installing a large-sized PV-inverter reduces the PV array size, so less area is
needed to install the system. This, however, leads to a slight increase in the COE and the
NPC due to the extra cost imposed when replacing the PV-inverter.

Table 9. Comparison of the economics of the different cases.

eCook
Scenarios

Use Case-a Use Case-b Use Case-c

COE
[$/kWh] NPC [$] COE

[$/kWh] NPC [$] COE
[$/kWh] NPC [$]

20% 0.782 212,746 0.803 218,386 0.782 212,708
50% 0.535 328,138 0.563 345,219 0.617 377,874
80% 0.482 453,611 0.507 477,175 0.552 518,944
100% 0.461 528,427 0.486 557,309 0.535 613,398

The results of Use Case-c validate that the extra cable cost causes an increase in the
COE and the NPC. Directing our analysis to the 100% scenario, the COE and the NPC
increase by approximately 16% compared to those of Use Case-a. Another point worth
mentioning is that the simulation results of the COE in all three cases are significantly
higher than the COE tariff for the domestic customers connected to the national grid
in Tanzania, which is approximately USD 0.1/kWh [34]. Therefore, there is a need for
additional investment and innovative policies to be put into effect to speed up the process,
as well as giving a crucial workable timescale. Sustainable Energy For All issued a report
providing a comprehensive analysis of commitments of energy access for electrification and
clean cooking [35]. The report also highlights the impact of COVID-19 on public budgets
and private investments and points out that most of the investments are not being awarded
to the countries with the greatest needs and that there is a necessity for greater investment
to achieve universal access by 2030.

5. Discussion and Recommendation

The results of Use Case 2 show that mini-grids characterized with 50 mm2 and 16 mm2

CSA distribution and service cables, respectively, adequately support high levels of eCook
penetrations without causing any serious network constraint issues that would require
network reinforcement. This will be the case for mini-grid developers such as PowerGen
where their systems are characterized with an ABC cable of 50 mm2 and single-phase
16 mm2 ABC, which are the same as the ones specified for the LV network [12] as they
are provided with a connection subsidy. However, some mini-grid developers who do
not benefit from this grant are restricted to use small CSA cables, which are enough to
support the base-load and reduce the system’s cost, these types of mini-grid will restrict
the connection of high appliances such as eCooks.

Extrapolating this further to the future, it should be observed that the network study
findings do not consider two important scenarios; the base-load demand growth (new cus-
tomer and appliance connection) and the diversity of eCook due to the lack of information
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in the literature, this could be a constrain to the system, so, it is important to determine the
tipping point for this transition to be possible.

Therefore, it is necessary to compare different mini-grid categories in terms of capacity
and cable sizes to investigate network constraints and the maximum eCook penetration a
system can accommodate without any further reinforcement. Additionally, it is unrealistic
to assume that a large percentage of HHs would convert to eCook at the same time or
cook all the food only with electricity—fuel-stacking where HHs use a combination of
different clean fuels (such as LPG with eCook) for different forms and stages of cooking,
maybe a more viable transitional scenario that future work will consider (following the
methodology presented in this paper). Access to electric cooking at this level in mini-
grids remains a daunting task for many low-to medium-income households in developing
countries due to the energy resources available for cooking and cooking preferences,
economic development, lifestyles, cultural behavior and traditions, housing structures, but
also, limitations on existing infrastructure, and crucially, still to be developed infrastructure
such as rural mini-grids.

It will therefore be vital to evaluate the eCook ownership rate at a mini-grid level along
the time horizon which will be relevant to mini-grid developers and utilities, providing
them with valuable statistics to enable more accurate decision making affecting mini-grid
design, reinforcement, business models and long-term planning to accommodate eCook
demand as it grows.

Furthermore, another line of research would be to solve the barriers concerning
the uptake of eCook such as the affordability of electricity, lack of supply and social
acceptability, as well as capital costs of network infrastructure.

To this end, this paper addresses the new design requirements of the next generation
of mini-grids, capable of providing consumers in rural areas of the global South with
modern electrical cooking services.

5.1. Energy Cost Barrier

Mini-grid deployment in developing countries remains significantly expensive in
rural communities due to the limited ability or inability to pay, as the up-front capital
costs are an important factor in the cost of the system. As illustrated in Table 9 (Use
Case-a), a mini-grid for a 165 kWp PV, 110 kW diesel generator and 193.2 kWh battery,
supplying a 100% eCook demand, the COE is 0.461 USD/kWh. Therefore, for a HH with
a cooking energy consumption of between 1.75–2.2 kWh per day, customers would be
required to pay approximately USD 24–30/month, which would account for almost all
the household income, for low income HHs on a monthly salary of USD 25–30, and so
is clearly uneconomical and impracticable. It should be observed that the simulations
conducted in HOMER do not consider any subsidy which may have a further impact on
reducing the COE and lowering tariffs. To encourage the deployment of more mini-grids,
the Tanzania Rural Energy Agency is providing grants of USD 300–600 per connection
under its results-based financing scheme, this adds up to a subsidy of USD 30,000–60,000
for a 100 HH connection mini-grid [17]. However, this scale of subsidy is not enough to
reduce the COE to a value close to the existing tariff provided by the national grid, and so
further subsidies and grant support are needed to make it more attractive to the developer
as well as to the customer. Furthermore, in [4] it is stated that the COE will continue to
fall when:

• More efficient appliances are used.
• Integrating smart monitoring, management, and control devices into the system

to smooth out the daily peak and offers support for investment in system opera-
tion to reduce daily blackouts and restrictions on electricity consumption due to
grid constraints.

• Building standardized and integrated mini-grids capable of interconnection to the
main grid when it arrives.
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• Adopting a sophisticated payment system for both electricity and cooking device
purchases and services.

• The cost of PVs, inverters and battery storage continue to fall sharply—Bloomberg
New Energy Finance forecasts the COE of PV will decrease 66% by 2040 and according
to “The International Renewable Energy Agency” (IRENA), predicts the cost of lithium-
ion batteries could decrease between 54–61% by 2030, reducing the total installed cost
for lithium-ion batteries to as low as $145/kWh [36].

• Additional customers making productive use of energy connect to the mini-grid. Ref-
erence [6] points out that the COE for mini-grids with daytime loads is less expensive
than for mini-grids with only residential customers who consume electricity mostly
in the evening. This is due to productive-use customers (such as agriculture and
factories) with daytime demand aligning with the solar peak.

A methodology could be developed for eCook-ready mini-grids integrating demand-
side management (DSM) techniques to promote the uptake of daily productive usage
seeking to reduce the COE and to boost the utilization rate of eCook mini-grids. Another
benefit is that, on days when there is low production of PV power, the diesel generator is
used more efficiently, at almost maximum power, due to a more stable load profile.

5.2. Demand Side Management

Smoothing out the daily aggregated load profile increases the utilization rate of mini-
grids which correlates highly with the load factor ratio. The load factor [37] reflects how
well the energy is used based on daily, monthly, and yearly profiles. It is defined as the
ratio of the average load divided by the maximum (or peak) load in a given time period.
It can therefore also represent the ratio of total energy (kWh) used over a specific period of
time to the total energy available over that period. The load factor can be used to measure
the utilization rate, or the efficiency of electricity usage, where a low load factor indicates
the energy usage is low compared to the that available, and so much of the generation
capacity remains spare; resulting in a high COE. Conversely, a high load factor indicates
energy usage is more “efficient” in this respect and subsequently results in lower COE.

Improving or increasing the load factor, therefore, requires the average load and peak
load to be as close as possible. This can be achieved either by peak shaving to effectively
reduce the peak demand or by increasing the average electricity consumption to maximize
the use of the power available. In the context of eCook demand, it may be possible to shift
some of the demand during peak hours to off-peak hours to achieve an improved load
factor and hence lower COE. While there are non-technical and socio-cultural factors to
consider when considering this, from a technical perspective there is merit in simulating
the use of DSM techniques to enable this, which may involve a move towards using
battery supported eCook to offer a more flexible eCook demand (this will be the subject of
future research).

6. Conclusions

The paper presents a methodology for simulating the connection of graduated levels
of eCook penetration to evaluate the design readiness and future design requirements of
mini-grids needed to accommodate a transition towards universal uptake of eCook, in line
with SDG 7 targets.

The simulations and analysis focus on determining daily capacity shortage, voltage
drop, voltage unbalance and power losses for various eCook penetrations. The results from
Use Case 1 show that a mini-grid with 30 kWp PV, 9 kW diesel generator, 41.4 kWh lithium-
ion battery, 8 kW battery converter and 10 kW PV-inverter can accommodate around 20%
eCook, and as the eCook penetration increases, demand cannot be met, leading to an energy
shortage which equates to approximately 42% for 100% eCook penetration. However, the
findings from Use Case 2 signify that mini-grids designed with oversized distribution
and service cables such as in the case of this research (using 50 mm2 and 16 mm2 CSA
distribution and service cables, respectively), both the voltage drop and the VUF remain
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within the thresholds. Hence, the main barriers constitute the limited generation capacity
required to supply the additional eCook load, and the high COE.

It is therefore evident that the eCook mini-grid design should be characterized with a
high renewable contribution towards eCook demand, as it is preferable over non-renewable
solutions due to the advantage of saving fuel and the reduction in greenhouse gases, NPC
and COE. The sizes of such mini-grids for different eCook penetrations are reported in
Tables 5 and 6 although, there is still a need to further reduce the energy cost to make
it more attractive to the consumer. As illustrated in this research, for a 100% eCook
penetration with a system size of 165 kWp PV, 110 kW diesel generator and 193.2 kWh
battery, the consumer would be required to pay approximately USD 24–30/month which is
not feasible due to low income. However, different methods could be incorporated such as
fuel stacking, boosting the utilization rate and integrating smart DSM techniques making it
more cost attractive. DSM strategies and technologies are already being used in mini-grids
to manage the operation of the system, although, there remains a need for more innovative
and sophisticated techniques to accommodate large power appliances such as eCooks,
while minimizing capacity upgrades and network reinforcements. For example, eCook
supported batteries with an innovative charging management concept would maximize
the utilization of electricity from the daily PV power and offset peak demand to a different
time, by charging the batteries during off-peak hours to provide flexibility of demand. The
prospect of a more rigorous and systematic payment scheme is also necessary as well as
the need for Governmental support, tailored policies, and regulatory frameworks to be put
in place.
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